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This guidance memorandum addresses the question of when a major source subject to a 
maximum achievable control technology (MACT) standard under section 112 of the Clean Air Act 
(CAA) may be reclassified as an area source, and thereby avoid being subject thereafter to major 
source MACT and other requirements applicable to major sources under CAA section 112. As is 
explained below, the plain language of the definitions of"major source" in CAA section 112(a)(l) 
and of "area source" in CAA section 112(a)(2) compels the conclusion that a major source 
becomes an area source at such time that the source takes an enforceable limit on its potential to 
emit (PTE) hazardous air pollutants (HAP) below the major source thresholds (i.e. , 10 tons per 
year (tpy) of any single HAP or 25 tpy of any combination of HAP). In such circumstances, a 
source that was previously classified as major, and which so limits its PTE, will no longer be 
subject either to the major source MACT or other major source requirements that were applicable 
to it as a major source under CAA section 112. 

A prior EPA guidance memorandum had taken a different position. See "Potential to Emit 
for MACT Standards - Guidance on Timing Issues." John Seitz, Director, Office of Air Quality 
Planning and Standards, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (May 16, 1995) (the "May 1995 
Seitz Memorandum"). The May 1995 Seitz Memorandum set forth a policy, commonly known as 
"once in, always in" (the "OIAI policy"), under which "facilities may switch to area source status 
at any time until the ' first compliance date ' of the standard," with "first compliance date" being 
defined to mean the "first date a source must comply with an emission limitation or other 
substantive regulatory requirement." May 1995 Seitz Memorandum at 5. Thereafter, under the 
OIAI policy, "facilities that are major sources for HAP on the ' first compliance date ' are required 
to comply permanently with the MACT standard." Id. at 9. 

The guidance presented here supersedes that which was contained in the May 1995 Seitz 
Memorandum. The OIAI policy stated in the May 1995 Seitz Memorandum is withdrawn, 
effective immediately. 
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EPA anticipates that it will soon publish a Federal Register notice to take comment on 
adding regulatory text that will reflect EPA's plain language reading of the statute as discussed in 
this memorandum. 

BACKGROUND 

Relevant Statutory Provisions 

Section 112 of the CAA establishes a multi-level regulatory structure for stationary sources 
of HAP, in which sources meeting a threshold amount of actual or potential HAP emissions - i.e. , 
"major sources" - are generally subject to different standards than sources with HAP emissions 
below the threshold.1 Specifically, the CAA defines a "major source" to mean "any stationary 
source or group of stationary sources located within a contiguous area and under common control 
that emits or has the potential to emit considering controls, in the aggregate, 10 tons per year or 
more of any hazardous air pollutant or 25 tons per year or more of any combination of hazardous 
air pollutants." 42 U.S.C. § 7412(a)(l). The term "area source" is defined to mean "any stationary 
source of hazardous air pollutants that is not a major source." Id. 42 U.S.C. § 7412(a)(2).2 In 
contrast to the OIAI policy, the CAA contains no provision which specifies that, if a major source 
wishes to switch to area source status, by taking an enforceable limit on its PTE, it must do so prior 
to the "first compliance date," or that a major source MACT standard will continue to apply to a 
former major source that, subsequent to the first compliance date, takes an enforceable limit on its 
PTE to below the applicable thresholds. 

EP A's Past Actions 

Shortly after EPA began implementing individual MACT standards through rulemaking, 
the agency received multiple requests to clarify when a major source of HAP could avoid the 
requirements applicable to major sources by taking measures to limit its PTE below the major 
source thresholds. In response, EPA produced the May 1995 Seitz Memorandum. At that time, 
EPA took the position that facilities that are major sources of HAP on the first substantive 
compliance date of an applicable major source MACT standard must comply "permanently" with 
that standard, even if the source was subsequently to become an area source by limiting its PTE. 
The expressed basis for this OIAI policy was that this would help ensure that required reductions 
in HAP emissions were maintained over time. See May 1995 Seitz Memorandum at 9 ("A once in, 

1 Standards for major sources are based on MACT, which is the level of control achieved by the best controlled 
sources in the category. See 42 U.S.C. § 7412 (d)(2), (d)(3). Standards for area sources may be based on MACT, 
but alternatively may be based on either generally available control technology (GACT) or generally available 
management practices that reduce HAP emissions. Id. 42 U .S.C. §7412( d)(2), (5). 

2 The CAA section 1 12 implementing regulations define "major source" and "area source" in nearly identical 
terms. See 40 CFR 63.2. ("Major source means any stationary source or group of stationary sources located within 
a contiguous area and under common control that emits or has the potential to emit considering controls, in the 
aggregate, 10 tons per year or more of any hazardous air pollutant or 25 tons per year or more of any combination 
of hazardous air pollutants, unless the Administrator establishes a lesser quantity, or in the case ofradionuclides, 
different criteria from those specified in this sentence."; "Area source means any stationary source of hazardous air 
pollutants that is not a major source as defined in this part.") 
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always in policy ensures that the health and environmental protection provided by MACT 
standards is not undermined."). 

Since issuing the OIAI policy, EPA has twice proposed regulatory amendments that would 
have altered this interpretation. In 2003, EPA proposed amendments that focused on HAP 
emissions reductions resulting from pollution prevention (P2) activities. Apart from certain 
provisions associated with EPA's National Environmental Performance Track Program, that 
proposal was never finalized. See 68 FR 26249 (May 15, 2003); 69 FR 21737 (April 22, 2004). 

In 2007, EPA issued a proposed rule to replace the OIAI policy set forth in the May 1995 
Seitz Memorandum. 72 FR 69 (January 3, 2007). In that proposal, EPA reviewed the provisions 
in CAA section 112 relevant to the OIAI interpretation, applicable regulatory language, 
stakeholder concerns and potential implications. Id. at 71-74. Based on that review, EPA 
proposed that a major source that is subject to a major source MACT standard would no longer 
be subject to that standard, if the source were to become an area source through an enforceable 
limitation on its PTE. Under the proposal, major sources could take such limits on its PTE and 
obtain "area source" status at any time and would not be required to have done so before the 
"first compliance date," as the OIAI policy provided. Id. at 70 ("The regulatory amendments 
proposed today, if finalized, would replace the 1995 OIAI policy and allow a major source of 
HAP emissions to become an area source at any time by limiting its PTE for HAP before the 
major source thresholds."). EPA has never taken final action on this 2007 proposal, which has 
not been withdrawn. 

DISCUSSION 

EPA has determined that the OIAI policy articulated in the May 1995 Seitz Memorandum 
is contrary to the plain language of the CAA, and, therefore, must be withdrawn. Congress 
expressly defined the terms "major source" and "area source" in CAA section 112(a), in 
unambiguous language. A "major source" is a source that "emits or has the potential to emit 
considering controls, in the aggregate," 10 tpy or more ofany single HAP or 25 tpy or more of any 
combination of HAP. An "area source" is defined simply to mean any stationary source that is not 
a "major source." The OIAI policy had envisioned a source whose PTE is below 10 tpy of any 
single HAP and 25 tpy of any combination of HAP (i.e., an "area source"), but which is 
nevertheless subject to the requirements applicable to major sources, including major source 
MACT standards. Notably absent from the statutory definitions is any reference to the compliance 
date of a MACT standard. Furthermore, the phrase "considering controls" within the definition of 
"major source" indicates that measures a source adopts to lower its PTE below the major source 
threshold must be considered as operating to remove it from the major source category regardless 
of the time at which those controls are adopted. 

In short, Congress placed no temporal limitations on the determination of whether a source 
emits or has the PTE HAP in sufficient quantity to qualify as a major source. To the extent the 
OIAI policy imposed such a temporal limitation (i.e. , before the "first compliance date"), EPA had 
no authority to do so under the plain language of the statute. 3 

3 Noteworthy too is the fact that EPA, in promulgating the regulatory definitions of "major source" and "area 
source" contained in the General Provisions of 40 CFR part 63 , copied the statutory language almost verbatim. See 
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Accordingly, EPA has now determined that a major source which takes an enforceable 
limit on its PTE and takes measures to bring its HAP emissions below the applicable threshold 
becomes an area source, no matter when the source may choose to take measures to limit its PTE. 
That source, now having area source status, will not be subject thereafter to those requirements 
applicable to the source as a major source under CAA section 112, including, in particular, major 
source MACT standards- so long as the source' s PTE remains below the applicable HAP emission 
thresholds. 

Nothing in the structure of the CAA counsels against the plain language reading of the 
statute to allow major sources to become area sources after an applicable compliance date, just as 
they have long been able to become area sources before the applicable compliance date. Congress 
defined major and area sources differently and established different requirements for such sources. 
The OIAI policy, by contrast, created an artificial time limit that does not exist on the face of the 
statute by including a temporal limitation on when a major source can become an area source by 
limiting its PTE. 

Many comm enters on EPA' s 2007 proposal had expressed the view that, by imposing 
that artificial time limit, the OIAI policy created a disincentive for sources to implement 
voluntary pollution abatement and prevention efforts, or to pursue technological innovations that 
would reduce HAP emissions. To the extent that the OIAI policy has long discouraged facilities 
from identifying and undertaking such HAP emission reduction projects, by applying the statute 
as written as EPA is now doing, many types of sources will be afforded meaningful incentives to 
undertake such projects. 

The Regional offices should send this memorandum to states within their jurisdiction. 
Questions concerning specific issues and sources should be directed to the appropriate Regional 
office. Regional office staff should coordinate with Ms. Elineth Torres or Ms. Debra Dalcher, 
Policy and Strategies Group, Sector Policies and Programs Division (D205-02), Office of Air 
Quality Planning and Standards, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Research Triangle Park, 
North Carolina 27711 , telephone number: (919) 541-4347 or (919) 541-2443 , respectively; and 
email address: torres.elineth@epa.gov or dalcher.debra@epa.gov, respectively. 

note 2, supra. EPA did not at that time include any language in those definitions that could reasonably be construed 
to provide support for the OIAI policy. Accordingly, the policy is contrary not only to the plain language of the 
CAA (which in itself is dispositive of the policy' s lawfulness), but to the plain language of EPA ' sown regulations. 
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